CU Defense
Fall 2014 Application

Your Name and Clemson Email:

Major (include concentration if applicable):

Minor (if any):

Expected Graduation Date (Semester and Year):

Current GPA:

Questions

1.) Why do you want to join CU Defense?

2.) What do you want to do after you graduate from Clemson?

3.) What’s been your favorite engineering class to date and why?

4.) Define Leadership.

5.) Describe an instance in the past year when you displayed leadership skills.

6.) Describe your personal approach, group interaction and typical effort that you contribute to team related projects. Give a significant example, and describe how your interaction made the team/project better that it would have been without you.

7.) Brainstorm some ideas about our project. How would you go about providing a soldier with a reliable source of energy? (Be specific. If you have a cool idea, even if it only involves a small part of our project, describe it here)